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Introduction
The SeaTag-TT is a versatile and capable tag for diving animals with a low-drag,
lightweight and cost compatible design for Seat-Turtles, Penguins and other Sea-birds.
Extremely easy to use, with long transmission times and a cheap price, the SeaTag-TT is built
around the systematic tagging model for penguins and is priced to be affordable in high
quantities with extremely long endurance.
Worth mentioning are the questions which may be answered by using the SeaTag-TT.
With location and temperature data, information about migratory tracks, colony cohesion, time
spent at mating sites versus feeding sites and more may be provided through the SeaTag-TT
among other questions answered by the low-cost and robust time series data.

Benefits of the SeaTag-TT

Built to be Simple
When using the SeaTag-TT, you may notice the lack of buttons, switches etc… This is by
design, as the use of SeaTag-TT’s are extraordinarily simple. Upon receiving your SeaTag-TT
simply place it in the sun for several hours and let the supercapacitor charge. Once the
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supercapacitor reaches the needed energy requirement, it will send a transmission to the ARGOS
satellite constellation. One way to verify this is to check your ARGOS account for the
corresponding transmission. We recommend you keep the SeaTag-TT in this testing
phase/location for at least 24 hours before deploying. Please also be aware that transmission
times may vary based on the model you have purchased and the light conditions. For instance, a
four panel SeaTag-TT in direct afternoon sunlight will transmit more often than a two panel
SeaTag-TT in a cloudy environment. In optimal settings the larger four panel (25g) model will
transmit approximately every 60 seconds, while the smaller two solar panel model (18 and 17g)
will transmit approximately every 90 seconds under ideal conditions. We also recommend the
SeaTag-TT be kept in more “field study” like conditions. These includes areas which have little
to no direct overhead infasctruucre in the way of possible transmissions between the tag and
passing satellites. This also includes, major interference infrastructure such as, but not limited to
wires, antenna, radio towers and other obstructions. Please note, this is not a problem (usually)
during deployment since field conditions in the ocean do not pose these obstructions.

Long-term Transmission Times
Due to the solar panel design of the SeaTag-TT, reporting times may last for several
months and possibly beyond. Therefore, the transmission time is not dependent on batteries, but
rather environmental conditions, survivability, and drag on the tag. In some cases, especially
with Chin Strap Penguins, the tagged animal may be more inclined to try and remove the tag,
even if it poses no behavior hindrance. Additionally, tagged animals which dive in caves or
ocean environments with a lot of coral reefs, or other biological matter may be more prone to
forcing the SeaTag-TT off by means of rubbing, striking, scraping etc. However, with diving
species such as Penguins and Sea-Turtles, the SeaTag-TT has often seen several months or more
of transmissions.

Low-drag design
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It’s important to limit the impact our research tools have on animals to the greatest extent
possible for the sake of the animal and for the sake of removing bias from research. Therefore,
the SeaTag-TT incorporates a low-drag, rounded and tiny design in order to ensure drag is the
least of your researches concerns.
Jones, Todd T. et al. (2013)

Note here in a study done on the drag and behavioral effects of certain tag types on Sea-Turtles,
the SeaTag-TT provided the lowest drag of any tag type.

Cross-species compatible and flexible between research types
The SeaTag-TT is not limited by species. Given the tiny, low-drag design, the SeaTag-TT
is cross-species-compatible from Penguins, to Sea-Turtles and other Sea-Birds. The SeaTag-TT
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also includes temperature and location data and is therefore perfect for diving animals and
migratory location tracks.
We have now covered the circumstances and reasons for which one would use the SeaTag-TT.
The next several section will cover how to set-up and deploy the SeaTag-TT.

Setting up an ARGOS Account
ARGOS (by CLS) is the satellite constellation which the SeaTag-TT will transmit to.
Before ordering any SeaTag-TT’s you must first have an ARGOS account and unique ID’s for
each SeaTag-TT you wish to purchase. If you have already purchased your SeaTag-TT(s), make
sure you know how to login into and view Track & Lock data through CLS’s web portal.

Setting up the SeaTag-TT
This step is simple, remove the SeaTag-TT(s) from the box, set them in a safe and sunny
location for 24 hours in order to ensure the tag(s) charge. After the 24-hour period check
ARGOS to ensure each tag has transmitted. Please note transmission times vary on number of
solar panels in each tag and present sunlight conditions.

Proper Tagging Procedure
In this section you will learn about procedures for tagging Penguins and Sea-Turtles with the
SeaTag-TT. Before tagging any animal make sure you have tested your SeaTag-TT. Next,
properly wash and prepare the SeaTag-TT for deployment by doing the following:
1. Gently scrub your SeaTag-TT(s) in lukewarm soapy water, we recommend a dish soap
such as Dawn to remove any grease and oils.
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2. Dry each tag by hand towel and then let to air dry until completely dry

3. Place inside some form of moisture resistant bag such as a zip-lock bag or plastic
container.

These steps are more so necessary to ensure a limited chance of transmitting bacteria and virus’s
to the animals in which you may be tagging. It is also recommended you wear non-latex gloves
while handling any animal.

Penguins
Tissue Attachment method by Klemens Putz, Antarctic Research Trust
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1. A paper template defines the intended location of the tag.
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2. Overlapping strips of fabric with re-enforced adhesive tape are slide under layers of
feathers. Fast curing epoxy is applied to the feathers, forming a base for the tag.
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3. Epoxy is applied to the underside of the tag & the tag is applied to the feather and tape
base.
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4. Tape is wrapped tightly over the end-caps of the tag. Start with the end of the tag away
from the antenna and work towards the antenna.
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5. Cut excess tape to prevent covering the solar panels. All solar panels must stay unobscured for best tag performance.
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6. Tape is now cut into narrow strips and wrapped around the tag on both sides of the
antenna.
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7. Epoxy is applied to the tape to seal it. A flat rock is used as a convenient base to mix the
fast curing epoxy.
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8. The penguin is released after the tag is secured. Notice the position of the tag in the
middle of back, antenna facing down. Ideally, the tag will be placed such that the antenna
does not touch the ground. Penguins may also occasionally pick at the tag. Thus the tag
needs to be well secured to maximize retention on the animal.
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Sea-Turtles
Direct Adhesive Method – Kate L. Mansfield, Ph.D., Florida Atlantic University
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Getting Location Tracks from Argos
Once your target species has been tagged, information should begin appearing in your Argos
account in the form of location markers/tracks. There are two methods of retrieving that data.
However, before retrieving that data, it may be advantageous to only use/select “good”
satellite passes. The term “good” is defined by the angle the satellite passes the tag at, which in
most cases will yield certain thresholds of passing time which affects accuracy, transmission
count and more.
We’ll walk you through getting the location information from Argos, then determining which
information is “good” and “bad”. This is especially important for publishing data in a journal
later on.
First, log into your Argos account. Navigate to “Satellite Pass Predictions”. The first method
allows to selection of specific data in terms of time, location and satellite selection (please see
below).
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However, in some cases you may wish to see all data transmitted by a tag according to its Argos
ID. In order to do so, reference the Argos ID that CLS provided upon making your account. If you
have trouble obtaining this ID, please contact Desert Star Systems for assistance.

Good versus Bad Passes
Now that you have a collection of your location data, it’s time to determine which data is worth
using. Here we only use three categories, “good” “fair”, and “bad”.

 Good passes are defined as any pass at or above a 45* angle and
should be included in research datasets.
 Fair passes are those which reside within 25* to 44*. These passes in
most cases, are okay to use in your paper(s).
 Bad passes are any which reside at 25* or less and should most likely
not be included in research datasets.
In order to determine good, fair, and bad passes navigate to your results table. Next, view the
“Middle Elevation” column, and compare the angle with the three categories discussed above.
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For a visual representation of this passing phenomena please see below
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Final Thoughts
The SeaTag-TT is an extremely easy and straight forward tag meant for application on diving
animals and sea-birds alike. With no settings to configure, no external toggles or switches, upon
receiving your SeaTag-TT(s), simply let the device(s) sit in the sun for several hours and verify
transmissions are received through ARGOS. The SeaTag-TT is perfect for migratory studies and
long transmission times. If you have further questions please contact us at
salesinfo@desertstar.com .
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